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Abstract
Unsupervised methods gain more and more attention nowadays in information extraction area, which allows to design more open
extraction systems. In the domain of unsupervised information extraction, clustering methods are of particular importance. However,
evaluating the results of clustering remains difficult at a large scale, especially in the absence of a reliable reference. On the basis
of our experiments on unsupervised relation extraction, we first discuss in this article how to evaluate clustering quality without a
reference by relying on internal measures. Then we propose a method, supported by a dedicated annotation tool, for building a set of
reference clusters of relations from a corpus. Moreover, we apply it to our experimental framework and illustrate in this way how to
build a significant reference for unsupervised relation extraction, more precisely made of 80 clusters gathering more than 4,000 relation
instances, in a short time. Finally, we present how such reference is exploited for the evaluation of clustering with external measures
and analyze the results of the application of these measures to the clusters of relations produced by our unsupervised relation extraction
system.
Keywords: unsupervised information extraction, relation extraction, clustering evaluation

1.

Introduction

Evaluation is still a problematic issue in the Natural Language Processing field, especially when unsupervised approaches are used. Nevertheless, unsupervised methods in
information extraction area gain more and more importance
to deal with the large amount of information from digital resources, notably from the Internet. They avoid some shortcomings of supervised or semi-supervised methods, such
as the need to define statically the type of relations to focus on or the need to annotate a significant number of examples or to provide a significant number of seeds. Initially defined in the context of traditional information extraction with work on On-demand information extraction
(Hasegawa et al., 2004) or Preemptive Information Extraction (Shinyama and Sekine, 2006), unsupervised information extraction has also taken the form of Open Information Extraction (Banko et al., 2007) when it was applied
for large-scale knowledge acquisition from the Web. All
these forms of unsupervised information extraction share
two main tasks:
• extracting relations between entities from texts without fixing a priori their type;
• clustering similar extracted relations to characterize
their type.
As a consequence, clustering methods and their evaluation are particularly important for unsupervised information extraction approaches. Although the development of
new clustering methods is an active field, their evaluation
is still a challenging problem, especially for domains in

which large reference data do not already exist. Some
works use unsupervised information extraction as a source
of improvement for “traditional” information extraction by
extending the coverage of models learned from annotated
corpora. In this perspective, unsupervised information extraction modules are indirectly evaluated through their impact on the information extraction system they are part of,
as in (Banko and Etzioni, 2008) or (González and Turmo,
2009).
Our viewpoint is different since we use unsupervised information extraction as a means to draw a global picture
of the relations between a set of target entities for technology watch purposes. Hence, we are interested in evaluating
more directly the clusters of relations built by this kind of
processes. In this article, we tackle more precisely this issue from the two following viewpoints:
• how to evaluate clustering results without any reference?
• how to build a reliable reference for a given corpus and
use it for evaluation?
The first viewpoint is new in the field of unsupervised information extraction while the second one arises from the
analysis of existing work. (Hasegawa et al., 2004), one of
the first work in this domain, evaluated a posteriori clusters
of relations by assigning manually to each of them the relation type corresponding to the majority of the relations this
cluster contains. Then, recall and precision measures were
computed by counting pairs of relations that were correctly
or not part of the same cluster. However, such a posteriori
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Cpre

Cmid

Cpost

In 2002, Kerry voted to authorize the use of force against Saddam in Irak.

E1 (PERSON)

E2 (PERSON)

Figure 1: Example of extracted relation
approach faces two problems, that are linked: first, because
of its cost, an evaluation cannot be done each time a new
clustering system or an existing clustering system with different parameters is tested; second, the results of the evaluation of one system cannot be used for the evaluation of
another one as the reference built from the first evaluation
is biased by the first system. This difficulty could be overcome to some extent by using a pooling technique, as it
is often done for the evaluation of search engines. However, pooling requires having a large number of different
systems, which is only possible in the context of an evaluation campaign, and is made more difficult in the case of
clustering by the fact that results are not structured by a set
of known queries and are therefore more difficult to compare.
(Rosenfeld and Feldman, 2007) adopted a different approach more directly linked to our viewpoint. First, they annotated manually a restricted set of 200 relations and then,
computed the Jaccard coefficient between their clustering
results and their reference clusters at the level of relation
pairs. The size of their reference set of relations was however small and we propose in this article both the methodology and the tools for building manually a large set of reference clusters of relations from a corpus and using it for
evaluating an unsupervised information extraction system.
This system and more globally the framework of our experiments is presented in Section 2. Section 3 defines how
internal clustering measures can be applied to unsupervised
information extraction while Section 4 details our approach
for its external evaluation, using a reference corpus.

2.

Unsupervised extraction of relations

In the context of unsupervised information extraction, a
flexible scheme has to be defined for the relations to extract
that does not require the definition of their type. Our prototype of relation candidates is characterized by two main
information, as shown in the example of Figure 1:
• a pair of named entities (E1 and E2);
• the linguistic form of the relation, which is made of
the three parts of the sentence from which the relation
is extracted: before E1 (Cpre), between E1 and E2
(Cmid), after E2 (Cpost).
The extraction of such kind of relations was applied in an
open domain perspective to a sub-part of the AQUAINT-2
corpus made of 18 months of the New York Times newspaper. The whole relation extraction process consists more
precisely of four tasks:

Linguistic preprocessing OpenNLP1 tools were used to
analyze documents to obtain linguistic information such as
named entities, parts-of-speech and normalized words.
Candidate extraction For each sentence of the corpus,
all named entity pairs are extracted with the only constraint
that at least one verb must exist between the two entities.
Six types of pairs are considered in this experiment. Table 1
gives their volume for our corpus.
Relation type
ORG – LOC
ORG – ORG
ORG – PER
PER – LOC
PER – ORG
PER – PER

Initial extraction
71,858
77,025
73,895
152,514
126,281
175,802

Post-filtering
15,226 (21%)
13,704 (18%)
10,054 (14%)
47,700 (31%)
40,238 (32%)
38,786 (22%)

Table 1: Volume of extracted candidates
Relation filtering We observed in practice from this initial extraction that many candidate relations do not refer to
a true relation between their named entities. Hence, a relation filtering step was applied to remove as much as possible these false instances. About 25% of initial relations
(also shown in Table 1) were kept after two steps of filtering: the first one by heuristics to get rid efficiently of highly
probable false relations resulting from indirect speech or
very long sentences; the second one by a machine learning
model trained to filter more finely candidate relations, using a strategy similar to (Banko and Etzioni, 2008). Our
best statistical model, a linear Conditional Random Fields
model (CRF), achieves 0.762 as precision and 0.782 as recall (Wang et al., 2011).
Relation clustering Extracted candidates are clustered to
group similar relations together in order to offer a better
view of existing relations between named entities. This
step relies on both a similarity measure and a clustering
algorithm. For the former, we chose the cosine measure,
applied to a bag-of-words on the Cmid part of relations.
The All Pairs Similarity Search (APSS) (Bayardo et al.,
2007) algorithm was used to compute efficiently a similarity matrix of all filtered relations whose similarity is higher
than a fixed threshold, which avoids the computation of all
pairwise similarities. For the latter, the Markov Clustering
algorithm (MCL) (van Dongen, 2000) was applied to create clusters of relations according to similarities computed
with APSS. This algorithm does not require to fix a predefined number of clusters, which would not be possible
in our case. Moreover, MCL converges quickly in practice
1
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– ORG
– LOC
ORG – PER
PER – ORG
PER – LOC
PER – PER
ORG
ORG

Expected density
pre-filtering post-filtering
1.06
1.13
1.13
1.02
1.09
1.17
1.02
1.06
1.08
1.07
1.13
1.15

Connectivity (p = 20)
pre-filtering post-filtering
5335.7
3450.8
4458.7
2837.6
3025.4
1532.4
5638.0
4620.0
5632.5
4571.3
3892.7
2569.2

Table 2: Internal evaluation for relation clustering (best results are presented in bold)
through a series of random walks performed on a similarity
graph directly built from the similarity matrix. This clustering procedure was carried out on both relations after the relation filtering step and relation candidates before this step
for evaluating with different kinds of measures the interest
of the filtering of extracted relations.

3.

We also considered the Connectivity measure (Handl et al.,
2005), another internal measure that evaluates how many
nearest neighbors, according to the similarity matrix, are
not clustered together. This measure is of particular interest
since it is based on the similarity graph of our clustering
method. The connectivity measure is defined by:

Internal evaluation of clustering quality

When no reference is available, clustering quality is usually evaluated by a manual inspection of a subset of clustering results, which is likely to be biased as the resulting
clusters tend to influence annotators. Hence, we explored
a new approach in the field of unsupervised relation extraction through the use of internal criteria. Such criteria
establish to which extent the clusters obtained are representative of similarity values between relations (Halkidi et
al., 2002). (Carugo, 2010) proposed to estimate clustering tendency2 by computing the Hopkins Coefficient or the
Cox-Lewis Coefficient for random selected sets in clustering results. Other internal measures include Dunn Index
family measures, Davies-Bouldin Index and expected density. We first chose expected density since it was proved
to have the best and the more stable correlation with Fmeasure for document clustering, especially compared to
the more widespread Dunn Index (Stein et al., 2003).
Given a weighted graph (V, E, w) with a node set V , an
edge set E and a weight function w, the density θ of the
graph is defined by:
θ=

ln(w(G))
ln(|V |)

P
with w(G) = |V | + e∈E w(e), and the weight function
w is defined by the relation similarity in our case.
Expected density can be computed by local and global
graph density of clustering. For a set of result clusters
C = {Ci } with Ci = (Vi , Ei , w), the expected density
can be defined by :
ρ=

|C|
X
|Vi | θi
i=1

|V | θ

c=

|V | p
X
X

xi,nni (j)

i=1 j=1

with p denotes the number of neighbors considered, nni (j)
is the j th nearest neighbor of i, and xi,nni (j) equals to 0 if
i and nni (j) are in the same cluster, and equals to 1 otherwise.
A random subset of the total corpus (5,000 relations in our
experiments) was selected for calculating connectivity to
neutralize the dependence of this measure on the size of the
input graph. This measure is inverse compared to the expected density: a lower connectivity value indicates a better
clustering.
Results of expected density and connectivity measures are
presented in Table 2 and show the positive impact of the filtering of relations: clusters built from post-filtered relations
are generally better compared to clusters built from prefiltered relations with the same clustering method. The two
entity pairs that do not follow the same tendency are, for
the expected density, ORG – LOC and PER – LOC. Since both
share the same entity type location, this observation probably indicates a special behavior of these entities. More
precisely, location entities are often included in adverbial
phrases, in which case there is no real relation between the
location entity and the other entity. However, with the current similarity measure, phrases with similar location adverbials can be clustered together and obtain a good clustering score.

4.

Clustering evaluation with reference

The reference for clustering evaluation must be carefully
constructed in a way that integrates the following three considerations:
• having a large number of clusters with a significant
size, in order to make the evaluation representative;

i|
where |V
|V | intends to balance the different size of each cluster. The higher value of measure ρ implies better clustering
quality.

• having a large variety of the expressions of a relation
in a cluster, in order to take into account several ways
of expressing the relation that are semantically equivalent (paraphrases) and have a richer and more realistic
reference;

2

Clustering tendency tries to determine if applying clustering
is likely to produce interesting results or not. It can also refers to
the estimation of the number of clusters before clustering.
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Indexed Corpus

Input Query :
T1 = PER
T2 = ORG
Cmid = found

Update query

… who founded …
… founded …
… established …
… who established the …
… who created the …

Moore who founded INTEL
Phil Holland who founded Yum-Yum Donuts
Knight founded NIKE
Stephen Wozniak established APPLE
George Mikelsons who established the ATA
Hooton who created the Taylor Hooton Foundation
Sami M Angawi a prominent architect in jiddah who founded the Haj Research Center

Figure 2: An example of bootstrapping for building reference clusters
• having a balanced representation of each expression
of a relation in a cluster, in order to avoid potential
biases: some expressions may be a lot more frequent
than others, but we do not want their contribution to
the evaluation to be predominant, so that we can really
evaluate the capacity of the clustering to group different expressions of a relation.
In this section, we first present the method we used to build
a reference set of relation clusters for a given corpus. Then,
we evaluate the clusters of relations of Section 2 against
this reference and analyze the results of this evaluation.
4.1. Building reference clusters
The number of relations extracted from a corpus is generally large. Hence, building reference clusters of relations
starts with the indexing of these relations by a search engine (Lucene in our case). This indexing takes distinctly
into account the components of a relation, in order to let
the annotators query them specifically: the named entities
(E1 and E2), the named entity types (T 1 and T 2) and the
linguistic characterization of the relation (Cmid) (see Figure 1). The following bootstrapping procedure is then applied, relying on indexed relations:
1. query the indexed relations by setting one or more
fields among T 1, T 2, E1, E2 and Cmid;
2. rank resulting relations following the decreasing frequency of their expression (Cmid part);
3. enlarge the set of the most frequent relations by updating the initial query with their characteristics.
As illustrated in Figure 2, for example, given an initial input
query T 1 = PER, T 2 = ORG, Cmid = f ound, a list of
relations with PER – ORG named entity couples are retrieved
and ranked according to the frequency of their expression
(Cmid). These relations can then be added to an existing
cluster or used to create a new cluster. Then, more relations
can be explored by querying all relations with these named
entity couples (e.g. E1 = M oore, E2 = Intel, etc). The
results of these new queries are ranked once again according to the frequency of their Cmid part and some Cmid
in results can be chosen to update the query for the next
iteration. It must be noted that all fields in results can be

used to create new queries in the bootstrapping procedure
(e.g. T 1 = PER, Cmid = establish, E2 = Apple, or
T 1 = PER, T 2 = ORG, Cmid = who f ound, etc). Moreover, to obtain the first list of named entity couples, the
initial query can be replaced by a knowledge base, that is to
say a list of couples of entities as those that can be typically
extracted from the InfoBoxes of Wikipedia.
With the help of the search engine, the size of clusters can
be easily enlarged, especially for high-frequency relations.
However, we chose to restrict the number of relations of
each cluster so that evaluations will not be dominated by
large clusters of too similar relations. Hence, we limit the
relations with the same expression to 30 examples in practice. The bootstrapping procedure also takes into account
the consideration of variety in the content of clusters as the
named entity couples collected after the initial query are
used in the exploration step for finding various forms of expression of a relation.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the Web-based annotation
tool we developed for supporting this procedure. This tool
enables annotators to query the indexed set of relations,
to view the relations retrieved by their queries but also to
group similar relations together, to add new relations to an
existing reference cluster and to visualize its content. Until
now, our reference is made of 80 clusters of 4,420 relations.
About a dozen of clusters were constructed for each couple
of named entity types with sizes varying from 4 to 280 relations. The last column on the right of Figure 3 shows more
precisely the number of clusters and the number of relations
for each relation type.
4.2.

Evaluation with external measures

Table 3 provides a first comparison with our reference by
showing how many relation instances from the reference
are grouped by our clustering algorithm (i.e. are contained
in a cluster of size ≥ 2) both before and after the filtering
step. These results confirm the global trend of the evaluation with internal measures: similar relations are more
likely to be grouped after relation filtering than before.
For a more comprehensive evaluation, external measures
like Purity, Normalized Mutual Information and F-measure
have been well discussed in the literature (Manning et al.,
2008). Given reference clusters with N relations, all pairs
of relations in result clusters can be compared to those
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Figure 3: Interface of our manual cluster construction tool

Type
– ORG
– LOC
ORG – PER
PER – ORG
PER – LOC
PER – PER
ORG

ORG

reference
454
648
475
1161
783
899

pre-filtering
307 (67.7%)
485 (74.8%)
269 (56.6%)
987 (85.0%)
597 (76.2%)
586 (65.1%)

post-filtering
330 (72.7%)
509 (78.5%)
286 (60.2%)
998 (86.0%)
623 (79.6%)
641 (71.3%)

Table 3: Global coverage of reference relations by clustering results

quality can be evaluated directly at the cluster level with
measures such as Purity, Mutual Information (MI) or Normalized Mutual Information (NMI). A pre-required step for
computing such measures is to assign each final cluster to a
reference cluster. The simplest strategy for performing such
assignment is to choose the reference cluster that shares the
largest number of relations with the considered final cluster.
Purity is then defined by:
1 X
purity(Ω, C) =
max |wk ∩ cj |
j
N
k

in reference clusters. Thus, classic measures such as Fmeasure can easily be defined to check how all N (N −1)/2
pairs of relations are grouped. A good clustering method
should assign similar relations to the same cluster and dissimilar ones to different clusters. Hence, there are four
kinds of decisions. First, a true positive (TP) decision assigns two similar relations to the same cluster while a true
negative (TN) one assigns two dissimilar relations to different clusters. TP and TN are both correct decisions. On the
other hand, there are two incorrect decisions: false positive
(FP) decisions, which assign two dissimilar relations to the
same cluster and false negative (FN) decisions, which assigns two similar relations to different clusters. Precision
(P ), recall (R) and F-measure are then classically defined
as:
TP
TP
2·P ·R
R=
P =
F1 =
TP + FN
TP + FP
P +R
Rather than examining all pairs of relations, clustering

where Ω = {w1 , w2 , ...wK } is the set of result clusters and
C = {c1 , c2 , ..., cJ } is the set of reference clusters.
Purity has a bias when the number of clusters is large: it is
equal to 1 when each relation forms its own cluster. Normalized mutual information makes a trade-off between the
number of clusters and their quality. It is defined by:
N M I(Ω, C) =

M I(Ω, C)
(H(Ω) + H(C))/2

where M I(Ω, C) is the mutual information between Ω and
C, with the definition:
XX
P (wk ∩ cj )
M I(Ω, C) =
P (wk ∩ cj ) log
P
(wk ) ∗ P (cj )
j
k

and H(Ω) and H(C) are respectively entropies of Ω and C,
defined as:
X
H(Ω) = −
P (wk ) log P (wk )
k
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Type

Step
pre-filtering
post-filtering

Precision
0.977
0.956

Recall
0.246
0.456

F-measure
0.393
0.618

TP
5,029
9,332

FP
120
430

FN
15,416
11,113

Purity
0.694
0.764

NMI
0.648
0.697

ORG - ORG

pre-filtering
post-filtering

0.984
0.974

0.309
0.346

0.471
0.510

6,264
7,002

100
189

13,982
13,244

0.789
0.835

0.756
0.770

ORG - PER

pre-filtering
post-filtering

0.910
0.932

0.131
0.152

0.228
0.262

1,430
1,668

141
122

9,519
9,281

0.673
0.753

0.676
0.689

PER - LOC

pre-filtering
post-filtering

0.676
0.785

0.409
0.406

0.510
0.535

39,525
39,197

18,981
10,753

57,009
57,337

0.770
0.800

0.627
0.650

PER - ORG

pre-filtering
post-filtering

0.466
0.395

0.220
0.274

0.299
0.323

5,363
6,667

6,149
10,192

19,006
17,702

0.642
0.618

0.645
0.621

PER - PER

pre-filtering
post-filtering

0.906
0.875

0.109
0.120

0.194
0.211

5,616
6,181

581
883

45,951
45,386

0.672
0.738

0.613
0.604

ORG - LOC

Table 4: Evaluation with external measures (minority cases concerning the sense of the difference between pre and postfiltering values are emphasized)
Relation type
ORG – ORG
ORG – LOC
ORG – PER
PER – ORG
PER – LOC
PER – PER

Relation
create
base in
found by
head
work in
telephone

Clustering results
{create the}, {establish the}, {form a}, {build the}, ...
{base in, a company base in}, {locate in, which be locate in}, {headquartered in}, ...
{found by, a group found by}, {be found by, which be found by}, {establish by}, ...
{who head}, {who be the head of, who head the office of}, ...
{who work in}, {work in}, {work at}, {who work at}, ...
{call}, {who call, who call his manager}, {call president, telephone president}, ...
Table 5: Clustering results with filtering procedure

where P (wk ), P (cj ) and P (wk ∩ cj ) are respectively the
probabilities of a relation being in a result cluster wk , in a
reference cluster cj and in the intersection of the two. The
probabilities are computed directly by counting the cardinalities of the clusters.
The results of the application of these external measures to
the clusters obtained by the method described in Section 2
with the reference described in Section 4.1 are shown in
Table 4. We can first observe an improvement of the Fmeasure for all relation types when relations are filtered
before they are clustered, which confirms our hypothesis
that invalid relation instances have a negative influence on
the clustering of relations. We can also note a satisfying
level of precision both before and after relation filtering,
especially for relation types such as ORG – ORG, ORG – LOC,
ORG – PER and PER – PER . More precisely, the filtering of
relations has globally a small negative impact on clustering precision but this impact is very limited for high precision values and only a little bit stronger for lower precision
values, as for PER – LOC and PER – ORG relations. The decrease of precision due to relation filtering is globally compensated by the increase of recall, sometimes with a very
significant difference as for ORG – LOC relations. The doubling of recall in this case results from the increase of TP
decisions from 5,029 to 9,332, which clearly means that the
presence of invalid relations can prevent a larger number of
similar relations from being grouped together properly.

rity, on the strategy that was chosen for assigning result
clusters to reference clusters. Second, improvements of Fmeasure values tend to be more visible since this measure
focuses on pairs of relations, whose number increases exponentially with the number of relations while the number
of clusters increases more linearly with the number of relations. In practice, Table 4 shows that a positive impact of
relation filtering on clustering is observed with all measures
for all ORG –* and PER – LOC relations.
Finally, Table 5 provides a more qualitative view of relation
clustering results by giving for each relation type (first column) one example of reference relation (second column)
together with the clusters that were found by our clustering
algorithm from the filtered relation instances of Section 2
and that can be associated to this reference relation. Each
cluster is represented by the most frequent Cmid forms,
appearing into curly brackets, among the various expressions covered by the cluster. A representative example of
relation is given hereafter for each cluster associated with
the relation create of type ORG – ORG shown in Table 5:
• LAPD creates the Force Investigation Division which
probes potential criminal culpability ...
• University of Florida establishes the Institute of Pharmacy Entrepreneur last year to connect young ...
• Stanford University forms a Global Climate & Energy
Project to combat global warming among ...

Purity and NMI measures are also improved in most of
cases. However, it is difficult in principle to correlate directly these cluster level measures with F-measure for two
main reasons. First, they can depend, as in the case of Pu-

• for the Kemper Development Company, which is
building a Westin Hotel topped by 148 condos...
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A closer look at the content of clusters shows that a significant proportion of grouped relations share very similar
expressions. This is not surprising as the measure we apply
for evaluating the similarity between extracted relations is
very basic but it has clearly a negative impact on clustering
recall: a reference cluster is split among several built clusters, which prevents pairs of relations that are considered
as similar in the reference from being identified as such in
the clustering results. The most obvious way to improve
this point is to define and to use a more elaborated similarity measure between extracted relations, in order to take
into account semantic phenomena such as synonymy for instance and more globally to improve the detection of paraphrases. Strategies for grouping a posteriori clusters could
also be considered and associated with the detection of similarity between relation instances for dealing with a wider
range of variations among them.

5.

Conclusion

In this article, we have tackled the problem of the evaluation of unsupervised information extraction. We have
more particularly proposed two complementary ways to address it: a large-scale evaluation based on internal clustering measures that characterize to which extent clusters are
representative of similarities between relations; a more restricted but deeper evaluation based on the a priori building
of reference clusters and the use of external clustering measures. A methodology for building the reference clusters
for a given corpus and an annotation tool for supporting
this methodology have also been proposed by integrating a
search engine and a simple ranking process. Finally, these
evaluation methods have been applied to validate the interest of a filtering step in the unsupervised relation extraction
process.
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